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Ladybone Jigsaws™
 
New for 2017, Ladybone Jigsaws™ are the latest products from family and academic publisher 
The Threadbone Press. Masterpieces of papercraft and high resolution image reproduction, 
they come with the stable’s usual assurance of quality, innovation and mindless opportunism.
 
Using industry benchmark ©threadbone craftprint and    ©threadbone digital largeprint 
printing technologies to guarantee razor-sharp, colourfast dribble-resistant images, Ladybone 
jiogsaws are ideal for use in places where user continence is an ever present limitation.  Whether 
in the nursery, the sick-bay or the rest home, wipeclean© Ladybone Jigsaws are up-to-the-
minute, up-to-the-job and up-to-250% more expensive than rival products.
 
Employing only the finest materials, our experienced craftsmen transform timeless visual 
masterpieces into truly engaging interactive experience. Using our patent Titefit™ process to 
produce unrivalled docking, each carefully hand-crafted piece is guaranteed to engage 
perfectly with its neighbour time after time after time and, with puzzles ranging in size 
from 20 pieces (for the young, old and inadequate) to 2,000 pieces (for the “stuck with 
friends for the entire  weekend” crowd) our puzzles are sure to be a hit with even the most 
curmudgeonly family members.
 



Just some of the craft tools and 
specialist machinery used to make 
Ladybone Titefit Jigsaws™.  Our 
craftsmen have honed their skills 
down the centuries using age old 
know-how to produce state of 
the art docking.



LBJ001
 
Straight from the Boardroom of The Threadbone Corporation, Ladybone Jigsaws is proud 
to offer this inspirational portrait of Tamsin Whisky-McNightly by Dierdre Eastman-
Kodakawzcki for use in the home. It serves as a timely reminder that if we want to see 
what matters in life we have to be out in front, not looking from behind.



LBJ002
 
The first in a series of DHRA Library of 
Romance covers, this delightful study 
by popular photo-realist artist Pippa 
Foto-Shopp adorned the cover of 
Rowena Westlake’s sizzling Christmas 
bestseller.  It is now available as a 
jigsaw in a special wipe-down™ glossy 
finish for the over-enthusiastic.  In 143 
glorious pieces, it is the perfect auto-
gift for those who, lacking a loved 
one, find the need to give pleasure to 
themselves.



LBJ003
 
Offered with the kind agreement 
and full cooperation of the 
trulyuselesscompany, this iconic 
poster of the national tour of Twist 
(based on a card game by Charles 
Dickens) will bring back memories for 
those who saw the show but will be 
enthusiastically greeted by those who 
did not.

In 128 pieces each franked on the 
back with a thrupiecemedia hologram 
logo.



LBJ004
 
Threadbone Press Chairwoman and DHRA President for LIFE Mrs Amanda J Threadbone’s 
lovely Christmas Home captured in an image of staggering beauty by Dierdre Eastman-
Kodakowczki. Too late for the 2016 Christmas market but sophisticated enough to last 
until Christmas 2017, this 117 piece “Intermediate” puzzle will challenge and thrill 
young adults and seriuously reduce the risk of premature experimentation.



LBJ005
 
The ever popular DHRA Foyer with the famous portrait of Professor Thrupiece by Enrique 
is the latest release in the new series. Previously popular as a wallpaper, screensaver, poster 
and disposable napkin, this evergreen image gains a new lease of life as a 243 piece 
Deluxe Product. 



Such is the commitment to quality assurance that Ladybone Jigsaw Staff make every single 
puzzle before certifying it fit for sale. Veteran puzzle assembler Miss Ing Piece makes up to 
four puzzles a day during her 15 hour shift.  Commitment such as this makes it possible to 
manufacture, check, box and release up to  24 puzzles per week making their £38 price tag 
“very reasonable under the circumstances”. (WEST DORSET TRADING STANDARDS 
JIGSAW PROBE 2016)



Ladybone Jigsaw Titefit™
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